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SGA voting
goes hi-tech

Handicapped
accessibility?
Stephanie Brown
Staff Writer

Amanda Stahl lives her life like
any other Xavier student. She gets
up, grabs a quick breakfast and is
out the door on her way to class.
There is one difference that
separates Stahl from other students: She gets around campus using a wheelchair.
While Xavier attempts to accommodate students with disabilities, there is still room for improvement.
Brockman Hall, for example, is
inaccessible by wheelchair, making it hard for freshmen with disabilities to visit their friends.
Schott Hall can only be entered
through the admissions office
which closes at certain hours, limiting the times that students with
disabilities can go to their professor’s office hours.
Stahl, a senior, lives on the first
floor of the Commons and thinks
that the school has tried to accomodate her specific needs.
She has a button which automatically opens the front door of
the Commons as well as her apartment door.
Stahl’s kitchen supplies have
been moved to a lower level, al-

lowing her to cook.
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) sets forward laws
that institutions like Xavier University are required to follow.
The ADA states that a college,
university or school cannot discriminate based on disabilities and
must also meet the specific needs
of those with disabilities.
There is a specific group on
campus for students with disabilities called Student Network for
Accessibility Awareness for the
Community (SNAC).
Right now, SNAC is working
to get a ramp that will allow students with disabilities to enter the
Women’s Center.
“I feel as though Xavier is taking the right steps to accommodate
students with disabilities,” said
senior Alicia Plachecki. “They recently built a ramp to access and
connect the Dorothy Day House
and Campus Ministry.”
Xavier makes sure that classes
are easily accessible and that students with disabilities will not
have class in the Armory, Elet Hall
or the Cohen Center.
See ACCESSIBILITY page 3

Former Xavier point guard

arrested for dealing cocaine

photo courtesy Warrick County Sheriff

Dedrick Finn’s mugshot from his Sept. 27 arrest in Warrick County.
For more on the story, see Sports Page 9
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The exterior and interior of the new Xavier Women’s Center, opened
last month on Dana Ave.

Women’s Center opens
Matthew Finger
Managing Editor

After more than two decades,
Xavier University once again has
a women’s center.
The new Women’s Center, located adjacent to the Village on
Dana Avenue, opened last month.
Cheryl Nuñez, the Vice Provost
of Diversity said, “The decision
to revive the center was made in
response to the organized demand
of students, supported by faculty,
staff, administrators, alumni and
community members.”
The last women’s center at
Xavier, called the Breen Lodge,
opened in 1972; just three years
after the university became coeducational.
It was established as a “resource center for women’s activities at Xavier.” The center was
closed eight years later after it was
decided that the center was no longer needed.
In the spring 2005, a proposal
for the creation of a new women’s
center was brought by SGA to the
Academic Vice President and Provost Roger Fortin.
This is the first semester for
Xavier’s new women’s center,
but the Women’s Center Director
Dr. Jennifer Wies is already excited about the Center’s potential.
“We have a lot of friends here on
campus,” says Wies, who has only

been at Xavier since August.
Although the Center is not open
full-time right now, it will be next
semester.
The Center, which is equipped
with wireless internet, currently
has coffeehouse hours on Tuesdays
and Wednesdays from 2 p.m. to 4
p.m. and hosts brownbag lunches,
which include guest speakers and
discussions.
Topics for these lunches have
included “Gender-Based Violence:
Definitions, Prevalence and Interventions” and “Because I Have a
Lot of Living Left To Do: A Cancer Survivor’s Story.”
“I want the Center to be a place
for centering women and exploring issues that predominantly affect women,” says Wies.
Despite the Center’s limited
hours, Wies is working to build
relationships within the Xavier
community, generate a budget proposal and create new programs for
the upcoming semester.
The Women’s Center looked
for feedback from the Xavier community in its recent “Three Wishes
Campaign.”
Students, faculty and staff were
invited to share their three most
important visions for the Women’s
Center. These ideas will be used to
help create a Women’s Center that
can best serve the Xavier community.

With technology playing a major role on Xavier’s campus, it
was only a matter of time until the
Student Senate elections would be
held on the Xavier Portal.
That time has finally come as
the recent Freshmen Senate elections were held online.
Key in supporting online voting
was junior Katy Baldwin, Chair of
the Board of Elections.
“I contacted Vic Andre, one of
the portal programmers, and he
helped develop the online ballot
for us,” said Baldwin.
Overall, Baldwin was very
happy with the turnout from the
online vote, which doubled from
last year’s freshmen elections. The
total turnout was 594 students.
When asked what impact the
online vote would have on Xavier,
Baldwin said she is “still very curious to see how this affects future
elections. I do think though that
this will do better for SGA as a
whole, which in turn benefits the
students.”
One of the main reasons Baldwin worked so hard to institue
online voting was because Xavier
was one of the few remaining
schools that still held elections
with paper ballots.
Though Baldwin was a main
player in bringing online voting to
Xavier, she was not alone.
Helping her behind the scenes
was senior Ray O’Brien, the Association of Affairs chair. He and the
rest of the Association of Affairs
rewrote the election code, which
in turn allowed the online vote to
happen.
Previously, the election code
said that all senate elections must
be held in person and all ballots
had to be scantron.
Now the election code states
that the voting procedure will be
online and at anytime on one’s
own computer or a public computer on campus.
“I initially thought we were
moving too quickly but after seeing the product, I am definitely in
favor of it,” said O’Brien.
When asked if there was any
room for improvement for the online voting, O’Brien said, “There
are still some glitches that need
to be worked out but it’s coming
along really well.”
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Flu shots
Starting Tuesday, Oct. 16,
flu shots will be available to
students, faculty and staff on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 9
a.m. - 1:30 p.m. at the McGrath
Health and Counseling Center.
The cost will be $20. Students
can have the charge put on their
Bursar bills. No appointment
is necessary. For more information, please contact Mary
Rosenfeldt at x3022.

Book fair
The fourth annual Academic Book Fair will be held on
Wednesday, Oct. 3 from 10:30
a.m. – 1:30 p.m. in GSC 330.
There will be a display of academic textbooks and a light
lunch will be served. Raffle
prizes will also be given away.
Contact Papania@xavier.edu or
x3740 for more information.

Coffee hour
There will be a Japanese coffee hour on Wednesday, Oct. 3
from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in
the Faces of the World Lounge
on the second floor of the Gallagher Center. For more information email mckinneys1@xavier.
edu or call x2872.

The Xavier Newswire

Staff Writer

Communication is probably one
of the most important human skills.
Dr. Miriam Finch, who teaches
interpersonal and organizational
communications, discusses her
favorite forms of communication
and just how much she, like most
students, could not live without her
cell phone.
Q: What degrees do you have?
A: I have a B.A. in Language
Communication and a M.A. in Science Rhetoric and Communication
from the University of Pittsburgh.
I also received a Ph.D. from the
University of Kansas in Communication Studies.
Q: If you weren’t a professor,
what would you be doing with your
education?
A: I would probably be doing
consulting.

Q: What is one of the most interesting jobs you can get with a
communication arts major?
A: One of the things you can
do with an organizational communications major is event planning.
I have a former student who is a
manager for Downtown Disney.
There are so many different things
you can do, such as work in tradeshow productions, work for the
Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce
and some of the most famous communication arts majors from Xavier
are playing in the NBA. I don’t
know if their degree helped them
get there, though.

Q: What is your least favorite
thing about Xavier?
A: Trying to find a parking
space when I really need to park
close.
Q: What was the worst part of
college for you?
A: The nightmares I would
have about missing an exam!
Q: What was your favorite
part of college?
A: I really, really loved working with the professors and my
fellow grad students.
Q: If you went back to college,
what would you do?
A: I would definitely study
abroad because I didn’t have the
chance to do that when I was in
school.
Q: Where would you go?
A: I have no idea. I think some
of the fun is looking at all the
places you can go.

Q: Do you think you could
survive a week without your cell
phone?
A: I guess I could but it would be
a very long, hard week.

Q: What is your favorite form
of communication?
A: Face-to-face communication.

Q: What is your biggest pet peeve
in regards to your students?
A: Probably that most students
don’t use the resources available to
them, such as career consulting.

Q: If you were a contestant
on “Survivor,” what would be
the one item you would take that
you can’t live without?
A: Probably my cell phone.

Newswire photo by Erika Breese

Q: What would you say is the
most interesting class in the communication arts department?
A: I like all the classes because
every class is different. I teach
two interpersonal communications
classes and both seem like totally
different classes because the students
in each are so different.

Q: Do you have any advice for
your students?
A: 1) Take advantage of all the
resources on and off campus. 2)
Constantly stay in touch with your
fellow graduates and the professionals in your field because they
can help you meet people. Networking leads to a lot of social and
professional opportunities.

Q: What are the differences in
communication between boys and
girls?
A: Some research says that there
is quite a significant difference between them, but a lot of new research
disputes this and says that the communications styles of boys and girls
aren’t as different and significant as
we thought.

Q: Is there anything else you
think your students should know
about you?
A: I am a pretty open person
so I don’t really know anything
because students get to know me
pretty well.
Oh, I know! I had the honor of
being kissed by Shamu the Whale
at Sea World in Orlando.

Service Learning
There will be an informational session about the Academic
Service Learning Semester trips
in India and Nicaragua from
4:00- 5:00 p.m. and 5:00-6:00
p.m. respectively on the 10th
floor of Schott Hall. This session
is a great way for interested students to learn more about XU’s
ASLS in India and Nicaragua.
There will be an opportunity to
meet with students who have
participated in past years’ programs, see their photos, hear
stories and ask questions of the
ASLS staff. For more information, please contact hodgson@
xavier.edu or call x3541.

Black-out day
The Black Student Association is sponsoring “Black-out
Day for Jena 6: The Fight for
Justice and Equality” on Tuesday
Oct. 9. There will be a peaceful
demonstartion under the “unity
tree” from 7:00-8:30 p.m. and a
slideshow presentation in Gallagher from 11:00 a.m.-2:00
p.m. The BSA is also asking
students to wear black all day
and sign the petition in support
of the Jena 6.

Jazz concert
There will be a jazz concert on
Friday, Oct. 5 from 7:30-9 p.m.
in the Gallagher Student Center.
The concert is free and open to
the public. Contact tatmant@
xavier.edu or call x3801 for more
information.

Where in the
world is Fr.
Graham?

Graham travels to serve on
boards, meets with donors
Stephanie Metz
Assistant Campus News Editor

Although Fr. Michael Graham,
S. J. typically speaks to the Xavier
community on Academic Day, this
year he has already given a more
formal State of the University address. This is due to the fact that
Graham will be traveling on Academic Day.
For much of October, Fr. Graham, S.J. will be representing the
Xavier community around the
country and abroad at a number of
meetings and conferences.
This week, Graham will be attending the fall meeting of the Presidents of the American Jesuit Colleges and Universities in Chicago.
While in Chicago, he hopes to meet
with a “potential donor” to Xavier.
He will also travel to Cleveland for
two more dinners with potential
donors this week.
On Oct. 11, Graham will travel
to New Orleans for his work as a
member on the board of Loyola
University.
Graham said that “work on other
university boards not only helps

me get a fresh perspective on my
work here at Xavier,” but “allows
me to be of service to other Jesuit
schools.” That weekend he will
fly home to Iowa to celebrate his
father’s 84th birthday.
Graham, along with other
representatives of the Xavier community, will attend a conference
in Rome from Oct. 20-25 that
focuses on Catholic-Jewish relations which will include “dozens
of people from across the United
States.”
During their time there, Graham and Xavier’s other representatives will have an audience
with Pope Benedict. Graham
hopes that this conference will
provide new ways to “continue
to strengthen the relationships
between Xavier University and
the Jewish community here in
Cincinnati.”
During the last week of October, Graham will be in Philadelphia for the fall meeting of the
President’s Council of the Atlantic
10 Conference, which Graham
currently serves as the chair.

Police Notes
Sept. 24, 1:24 p.m.- A student
reported the theft of a wallet out
of an unattended backpack on the
second floor of the library.

Sept. 30, 5:39 a.m.- Residence Life
reported that someone had drawn
offensive words and images in two
of the residence halls.

Sept. 25, 3:23 p.m.- Three nonstudents were warned for criminal
trespassing and solicitation of
signatures on the academic mall.

Sept 30, 11:09 a.m.- A Physical
Plant employee discovered damage
to an exit sign in the Commons.

Sept. 29, 1:17 a.m.- A student was
cited for underage consumption
after being observed staggering
down Herald Avenue near the
library.

Sept. 29, 4:30 p.m.- A student
reported finding an offensive
note in the windshield of their
vehicle parked in the 3700 block of
Ledgewood Avenue.

Sept 30, 1:15 a.m.- Campus Police
and Cincinnati Police responded
to complaints of large party on the
900 block of Dana Avenue. There
were approximately 150 students in
attendance. The matter is now being
handled by the Dean of Students.

Sept. 30, 3:17 a.m.- Two students
acting suspicious behind the
McGrath Health Center were
cited for possession of marijuana,
drug paraphernalia and underage
consumption.

Oct. 2, 1:02 p.m.- Campus Police
found two subjects soliciting
advertisements in the O’Connor
parking lot. One suspect was arrested
on outstanding warrants and turned
over to Cincinnati Police. The other
filled out a field investigation report
and was released.

Police Note
of the Week
Sept. 30, 4:06 a.m.- Officers
responded to a complaint about
a subject causing a disturbance
in Brockman Hall. A 16-yearold non-student from Miami
University was later identified as
the subject. The disturbance was
caused by the subject going into
an unlocked room looking for a
friend and then climbing into bed
with another student that they
did not know. The minor was
released to his/her parents and
criminal charges are pending.
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Students take charge of phonathon
Katie rosenbaum

Newswire photo by erika Breese

This year the student phonathon
hopes to raise $1 million for the
Annual Fund. Student employees
are trying to create new ways to
increase donations to meet their
goal.

Taize spirit
There will be a special service for the Spirit of Taize on
Thursday, Oct. 4 from 7-8 p.m.
in Bellarmine Chapel. This event
is sponsored by the Edward B.
Brueggeman Center for Dialogue,
and co-sponsors, the Peace and
Justice Programs, Campus Ministry, Department of Theology,
the Office for Ecumenical and
Interfaith Relations and the Archdiocese of Cincinnati. For more
information, contact cummins@
xavier.edu or call x3922.

Campus News Editor

For the first time, Xavier students
have taken responsibility in running
and organizing the student phonathon that helps to raise money for
Xavier University.
Although students working for
the student phonathon have been
calling alumni, parents and other
supporters of Xavier for over 10
years, students have not previously
been managers of the student phonathon.
The annual fund was rethinking
the structure of the phonathon because there has been a high turnover
of the manager. They decided that
this year students would run the
phonathon in order to try to create a more efficient organization,
said Senior Associate Director the
Office of the Annual Fund, Norah
Mock. Mock supports and collaborates with the student manager and
supervisors.
This year, there is a student
manager, Steve Taylor, and two
lead supervisors, Amanda Robinson
and Erin Swietlik. There are also
four student supervisors, Lauren
Brinkman, Candyce Offett, Meghan
Mattson and Ashleigh Sanders.
As manager, Taylor is responsible for trying to solve problems,
including issues with technology
or payroll and working to find new
ways to increase donations or communicating with the public relations
department of Xavier regarding issues that might affect donations.
Taylor said he enjoys working

BRIEFS

Leadership
workshop

Newswire photo by erika Breese

This year the student phonathon underwent organizational changes. Currently students serve as the manager
and lead supervisors of the phonathon. They are responsible for dealing with problems, organizing student
callers and creating new ways to raise more money.
for the phonathon because he likes
“that he is in the know about what
is happening in the university.”
As a business major, he “likes
the business experience that working as a manager provides. I am
able to handle challenges and
work to meet goals and motivate
students.”
Robinson is in charge of the
33 student callers and participated
in the hiring and training process
for all callers. Throughout the
year, she monitors and evaluates
callers.
As the lead supervisor, Swietlik
manages the other student supervisors, works with the development
officers to set and achieve goals
and supervises shifts.
“The phonathon is a mini
business where students gain confidence and business experience
by working through problems and
meeting goals,” said Mock.
As Robinson said, “I have
worked my way up the phonathon
ladder, my sophomore year I was
a caller, last year I was a student
supervisor and a caller (and personally raised over $115,000) and
now I am a lead student supervisor
running the program. This can all
show my future employer that I am
dedicated and hard-working.”
This year the student phonathon has an official goal to raise
$915,000, but according to Taylor,
students hope to raise $1 million.

There is about a $44 million
tuition gap and the student phonathon, part of the Annual Fund helps
to raise money so “tuition does not
have to increase as much as it could,”
said Mock.
The Annual Fund raised $5.6
million for Xavier last year, and 15
percent of that, about $860,000, was
raised by student callers.
“Our best salesmen are our students. They can relate to alumni and
share memories about Xavier while
garnering support for the university,”
said Mock.
Meghan Mattson, the event planning student supervisor who works
on monthly outings where callers
get together outside of work said,
“Our phone calls aren’t just about
making money, they are also about

connecting and networking with
alumni.”
She continued, “It’s true that we
do talk to a fair share of less-thaninterested alumni, but one great
conversation with an alumnus who
still has plenty of fond memories
and Muskie pride easily makes up
for the bad conversations and hang
ups I endure.”
Swietlick said that working on
for the phonathon has “developed
my communication skills, which
are important regardless of the
career I end up in.”
“Also, I am more articulate and
I am not afraid to ask for anything.
I am actually considering a career
in development (fundraising),
so this experience has definitely
helped me learn about that field.”

◄ Handicap
Accessibility
(Continued from page 1)
Ann Dinan, Director of the
Learning Assistance Center, puts
the students’ needs first and states
that her mission is to make sure the
administration does everything it can
to set the students up for success.
“We always seem to be responsive to the needs of disabled students
although on rare occasion, it takes a

bit longer than I would like,” said
Dinan.
The administration is usually
readily available to support the
students needs, specifically Dr.
Fortin and Dr. Graham, according
to Dinan.
She believes that both of them
should be commended for the
compassion and willingness to act
based on the school mission.

There will be an Effective
Catholic Board Leadership
Workshop on Saturday, Oct.
6 from 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
the Conaton Board Room. This
event is presented by Xavier
University’s Center for Business
Ethics and Social Responsibility.
Presenters include the region’s
foremost experts on board leadership, finance and fundraising,
planning strategies and legal
issues. Registration and tuition
are required. To find out more,
contact lsrandalll@xavier.edu
or call x3564.

Swing concert
There will be a swing concert
hosted by Ed Polcer on Sunday,
Oct. 7 from 2:30 p.m. until 4:30
p.m. in the Gallagher Theater.
Contact huber@xavier.edu or call
x3161 for more information.

Ensemble concert
There will be a Jazz Ensemble
concert on Sunday, Oct. 7 from
8:15 until 9:45 p.m. in the Long
Recital Hall. This concert is free
and open to the public. For more
information, contact tatmant@
xavier.edu or call x3801.

SNAC meeting
There will be a Student Network for Accessibility Awareness in the Community meeting
on Thursday, Oct. 4 at 4 p.m. in
the Dorothy Day House. Email
XUSNAC@gmail.com with any
questions.

Resume workshop
There will be a resume workshop entitled “Ramping up your
Resume” on Thursday, Oct. 4
from 4-5:15 p.m. in the XMBA
room on the first floor of Hailstones Hall. This event will be
hosted by Andy Gibson, an ‘05
Xavier Grad. Contact Maggie
Meyer at meyerma1@xavier.edu
for more information.

Poetry readings

photo Courtsey of sfwater.org

The English Department Ryan
Series is presenting three poetry
readings in October: Michael
Heller, Tuesday, Oct. 16, in the
Gallagher Clock Tower; John Menaghan, Monday, Oct. 22, in the
Honors House and Cate Marvin,
Thursday, Oct. 25, in the Honors
House. Contact Dr. Norman Finkelstein at finkel@xavier.edu for
more information.
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Team players
Though you might be convinced otherwise, the Newswire does not
actually hate any groups on campus.
Sure, we’ve taken more than our share of cheap shots at certain organizations, pointing out what we see as flaws and failures, and often leaving
little room for positive perception.
Many people have voiced concern (though never in published print
form on our always-open letters to the editor page) that the student body
may have misguided and negative impressions of what their group does
on campus.
Quite frankly, though, this is not our problem. We are not out to be a
PR machine for Xavier’s clubs.
Our mission statement highlights our commitment “to challenge the
minds and inspire progress in the actions of our readers.” In order to
challenge, we must always demand the best out of our fellow student
organizations.
Just because we rarely say so doesn’t mean we don’t appreciate the
work various clubs have done to make Xavier a better place, but we know
you can do better, and we’re going to constantly bring that to light. Take
our criticism as a sign of faith that we know you’re capable of pulling off
bigger and better things.
The important thing to realize is that we’re on the same team here. We
as students seek to better this university. As a newspaper, we better Xavier
by bringing the heat on the clubs that can and do effect change.
If you’re worried that all the Newswire does is paint you in a negative
light, write a letter to the editor. Let our readers know where we’ve been
wrong and what you’ve done right.
Hopefully by making use of the forum we give you, you can help the
Newswire be a better publication.
Plus, communication always works better when it’s two-way.

Bring back the love
The Newswire thinks that Xavier’s campus is currently missing a very
important social tool: Courting. No, we don’t mean basketball. We’re
talking about romance.
It seems that dating, defined by the Newswire as taking people out on
dates, is in a recession. No one ever woos, courts or even talks intimately
anymore.
Poking someone on Facebook does not qualify as a woo, nor does buying someone a “buttery nipple” at Dana’s count as a deep, inter-personal
experience.
Now, the Newswire realizes that in an age of impersonal communication
and high social expectations it is difficult to break through to something
real. Text messaging and instant messages have replaced the once cherished art of letter writing. Chivalry, though not dead, has devolved to the
point where many women would swoon (if women still swooned) with
the simple gesture of a man opening the car door for them.
Today, most relationships spawn from drunken hookups instead of serious affection, which ultimately leaves the two parties awkwardly asking
two months later, “So...what are we?”
It is nearly impossible for a man to approach a woman with genuine intent, because it is just assumed that all he wants is something physical.
But what most guys don’t know is that if those brave souls do muster the
courage to ask a girl out on a “date,” they may be pleasantly surprised.
The Newswire ladies find such openness refreshing, if not invigorating.
So it’s up to you guys.
We at the Newswire know it’s easier said than done, but take a leap of
faith and woo your heart out.

On the Web: http://www.xavier.edu/newswire
The Xavier Newswire is published weekly
throughout the school year, except during vacation and final exams, by the students of Xavier
University, 3800 Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH
45207-2129.
The staff editorial is written by a different staff
member each week and does not necessarily reflect
the sentiments of the entire staff. It is also not the
sole responsibility of the Opinions and Editorials
editor to write it.
The statements and opinions of the Xavier
Newswire are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty or administration of Xavier. The

statements and opinions of a columnist do not necessarily reflect those of editors or general staff.
Subscription rates are $30 per year or $15 per
semester within the USA and are prorated.
Subscription inquiries should be directed to
Patrick Stevenson, 513-745-3607.
Advertising inquiries should be directed to Ellie
Jaqueth, Advertising Manager, 513-745-3561.
One copy of the Xavier Newswire, distributed
on campus, is free per person per week. Additional
copies are 25 cents.
Xavier University is an academic community
committed to equal opportunity for all persons.
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World Newswire Clean up

In my first month at Xavier I
have encountered many new experiences and have found out much
about Xavier’s emphasis on global
justice, working to educate people
and helping solve those problems.
Although I enjoy reading the
Newswire and I think it is important
to keep people informed about what
is happening on Xavier’s campus,
I believe that there is still room for
improvement.
The mission statement of the
university begins “Xavier’s mission
is to educate. Our essential activity
is the interaction of students and
faculty in an educational experience
characterized by critical thinking
and articulate expression with
specific attention given to ethical
issues and values,” and later says
“Jesuit education seeks to develop...
a world view that is oriented to
responsible action and recognizes
the intrinsic value of the natural and
human values.”
I think that the Newswire
should include a “national/world
news”section. I believe that adding
this section to the student paper

would help keep the paper in line
with Xavier’s mission statement.
But beyond just trying to be
consistent with the mission statement, I believe there are still more
reasons to add this section to the
newspaper.
Students who read the Newswire
and learn about world events may
feel called to action and put their
efforts into helping an organization
on campus or in founding a new
organization to fill a need that has
yet to be addressed.
Also, even if students don’t
remember every article or feel extremely moved by everything that
they read, it would still ring a bell
later if an organization is trying
to raise awareness. This would be
helpful to those organizations in
garnering support for their causes.
This would make the Newswire
not just a paper for students to read
for fun or for campus news and
events, but also a paper for students
to become more aware of the world
around us.
—Sammy Pettinichi
Class of ‘11

Dangers of Dana

Anyone who lives in the Village or a house on Dana Avenue,
or who visits the Women’s Center
or the Alumni Center surely knows
how dangerous the crosswalk at the
end of the academic mall can be.
We have to navigate four lanes of
traffic that regularly travel much
faster than the posted speed limit
of 25 mph. Often, we find ourselves
halfway across the street when we
spot a car flying around the bend
and have to run across the street.
In the past two weeks I have
witnessed three car accidents on
this section of Dana. Each of them
has involved a driver slamming
into the back of a car that was
stopped either to turn or to allow
pedestrians to cross. One of these
accidents involved injury. If drivers
aren’t paying enough attention to
notice a car stopped in the street,
what confidence can we have that

they will see us crossing the street
on foot?
Last week I saw maintenance
crews working on the crosswalk.
I was hoping that they would be
significantly improving the safety
of the crosswalk, but all they did
was replace a few light bulbs and
the markings on the roadway.
Why can’t this crossing get a
traffic signal like the one on Victory? There is probably just as much
foot and car traffic on Dana, and it
is much harder to navigate because
of the hill and the bend in the road,
making it much more dangerous.
If not that, can we at least get
Campus Police to help control the
speeding traffic on Dana?
I would hope that Xavier will
respond before there is a serious
injury to a student.
—Sean Bartz
Class of ‘08

in the caf
Over the past two summers I
was a custodian at a high school
in Philadelphia. Part of my job
there was to clean the cafeteria,
which entailed washing the tables
and sweeping the floor. Every day
after the students were done eating
I would have to go clean the caf,
and when I would get there, all
the tables and chairs were moved
around so the caf looked like hell.
There were some tables with 20
chairs around them, and others with
no chairs at all. There were tables
that were connected to each other in
one area, and other tables isolated in
the opposite corner. Every day I had
to set the caf back up so it looked
nice for the students the next day
just so those jerks could screw it
up again.
When I eat at the caf at Xavier,
I get upset at the numbers of tables
pushed together and chairs everywhere. How difficult is it to push
your chair in or move it back to
where it was in the beginning?
Xavier students are just lazy because they don’t care that someone
has to go around and move the
chairs and tables back for them. Do
you all think the tables move back
magically overnight?
What’s the point of sitting next
to everyone you know when you
can only talk to the three people
around you? Unless of course you
yell to the other end of the table, but
if you’re yelling in the caf you’re
just a jerk because other people are
trying to eat.
Having once been a custodian
once, I know how much it sucks to
go around every day to fix the same
thing over and over again. So I ask
that if you go to the caf, please leave
the tables where they are and push
back your chairs because you don’t
look any cooler, no matter how
many friends you’re sitting with.
—Alex Maloney
Class of ‘10
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With Jeff McMurray

“What are you doing for Fall Break?”

Lisa DeRoberts
Class of ‘08

“I’m not on the
mall, don’t talk to
me.”

Nick Egloff
Class of ‘08
“Playing baseball.”

“Grappling.”

Sabrina Puentes
Class of ‘08
“Exploring the
Appalachian Mountains.”

Mac DeClue
Class of ‘08
“Going to class.”

Taryn Kukucka
Class of ‘10
“Going to concerts.”

Matt Robinson
Class of ‘09
“Watching the
ride board for a
ride to Colorado.”

Wade Hasenour
Class of ‘09
“Going home to
my farm.”

Open your mind before your mouth
Halo 3 came out about a week
ago, and I am pretty sure that most
of you have been in the Gallagher
Student Center recently and seen it
being played on the flat screen TV
randomly during the day. While
observing some guys playing the
game I happened to overhear some
girls walking out of the bookstore.
One girl said “How immature,
video games are meant for little
kids.”
After hearing this comment, my
brain juices really got going. I immediately sat down and thought it
out. I talked to my friends. I meditated. I even called Ms. Cleo for
help. I couldn’t understand how college students could be so intolerant
and immediately reject something
that they had no clue about. I would
bet that this girl hadn’t played one
second of Halo in her life.
Then it came to me: Guys and
girls are different due to the way
they were raised. It is expected that
we do not understand one another.
Go back to when you were six
or seven years old. Since I’m a guy,

I was playing with my Hot Wheels,
I’m not just criticizing the oppowatching Power Rangers and en- site sex with this issue. Sometimes
joying Captain Crunch by the bowl peers of the same sex tease each
(oh, how I miss Captain Crunch). other for liking things outside the
Anyways, I remember that my sis- norm. I’m a “Grey’s Anatomy” fan
ter spent most of her time playing and get hassled by my guy friends
with Barbies. She also had a little because for some odd reason watchcooking oven in which she could ing it takes away your manhood.
make cookies and brownies.
I think we need to become
Why were we supposed
more open to new ideas and
different things. So guys,
to play with these certain
try watching shows like
things? Why did I have
“Grey’s” or “The Hills”
to play Mario on my Suso you can start a conper Nintendo while she
versation with that
got to cook brownies?
cute girl in your 8:30.
Fast forward to colAnd girls, when you
lege. There are still these
walk by the guys playlabels. Football and
ing Halo 3, sit down
video games seem to
and just try playing it
be guy things, while
for a while. You’d be
manicures and shopmfreke
ping tend to fall under akpaninye surprised how many
the girl category. Why
guys would love you
can’t Sally like football and be an if you could pull off a triple kill in
avid Halo player? Why can’t I like Halo 3. That’s wife material.
having soft hands and smooth nails?
Next time you’re in a situation
(By the way, I don’t have smooth where you can try something new, I
nails but my hands have been said suggest you do it. You never know;
you might fall in love with it.
to be heavenly soft.)

So It Goes by Matt Kroeger
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The fight against
injustice

— M A L L TA L K —

Eric Duncan
Class of ‘08

week of october 3, 2007

In the midst of the political
controversies of Jena, La., we,
the Leadership Committee of the
Black Student Association, are
looking to take the focus off racist
and divisive sentiments. We would
like to do this first by informing the
Xavier community of the situation
in Jena, La.
Last fall, when two AfricanAmerican high school students sat
under what was considered “the
white tree” on their campus, Caucasian students retaliated by hanging
nooses from the tree.
In response to the light punishment issued (one week of in-schoolsuspension), African-American
students protested.
District Attorney Reed Walters
came to the school and told the
students he could “take [their] lives
away with a stroke of [his] pen.”
Racial tension continued to
mount in Jena, and the district attorney did nothing in response to
several egregious cases of violence
and threats against African-Americans students.
A Caucasian student—who had
been a vocal supporter of the students who hung the nooses—taunted an African-American student,
allegedly calling several black
students “nigger,” and
as a result was assaulted
by African-American
students.
Six of those African-American students
were charged with second-degree attempted
murder.
Last month, Mychal
Bell, the first young
man to be tried, was
convicted. He faced up
to 22 years in prison for
a school fight.
Thankfully, all of the
“Jena Six” have been
released from jail after
a peaceful demonstration in Jena
which involved between 15,000 and
20,000 Americans, recent media
coverage and staunch efforts by
advocates of “equality and justice
for all.”
Why is the situation in Jena,
La. just now being brought to
light? Where has the media been
for the past year? How can racist
semblances such as a “white-tree”
exist in our current day and age?
As college students, why hasn’t
there been any kind of university
response?

Such questions speak to where
we are as a society. With events like
this taking place, it should be quite
evident that racism still exists.
The racism of the 21st century
has taken a different form: One of
an institutionalized nature, creating
a need for immediate action.
Throughout history, racism has
scarred America’s identity. These
negative characteristics have created such historical icons as Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr., Malcolm
X and W.E.B. DuBois.
These young leaders were devoted to racial equality and sacrificed
their livelihood to derail America
from its unequal and prejudiced
path of existence.
It is through efforts by young
individuals that a fire for justice
was ignited in the hearts and souls
of millions.
Since the Civil Rights Movement, where has this inspiration for
action gone?
Our nation has once again fallen
off its course and is in need of leaders—in need of individuals willing
to sacrifice their livelihood for
justice and equality for all.
As Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
stated: “An injustice anywhere is a
threat to justice everywhere.”

It is our duty as college students
to react to the injustices of Jena, La.
It is our time to put America back on
course. It is a time for action.
The Leadership Committee of
the Black Student Association is
calling out for action. At 7 p.m. on
Oct. 9, we are asking for all members of the Xavier community to
join us on the greenspace to help in
our fight against injustice.
Submitted by Corey Burton,
Leadership Committee Co-Chair
for the Black Student Association.

Are you sick and
tired of drivers in
the Xavier parking
lots ignoring stop
signs, crosswalks
and pedestrians?
You haven’t been hit
by a car, have you?
We’re worried sick.
Check in with us at
Newswire-Oped@
xavier.edu so we
know you’re okay.
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Wenzel named A-10
Rookie of the Week

photo courtesy goxavier.com

Freshman Carlyanne Wenzel
The Atlantic 10 Conference honored Xavier freshman Carlyanne
Wenzel by naming the Indianapolis
native the women’s soccer Rookie
of the Week.
At George Washington on Friday, Wenzel scored the game-winning goal in the second half to give
the Musketeers the 2-1 edge.
After returning home to the XU
Soccer Complex, Wenzel’s two
assists helped the squad to victory
against Saint Joseph’s.
The first two of Xavier’s five
goals were set up by Wenzel, as
the squad shut out the Hawks and
improved their record to 2-1 in the
Atlantic 10.
Wenzel now has four goals on
the season and 10 total points, both
of which are team highs.

Club football tops
Miami for first win

photo courtesy xavier.edu

The Xavier club football team
won its first game of its short history in Oxford, Ohio, last Sunday,
defeating the Miami (OH) Redhawks 13-7.
Xavier quarterback Chris Greenwood completed 13-of-23 passes
for 120 yards and one touchdown,
and rushed for 52 yards and another
score.
A 3-yard rush by Greenwood put
the Musketeers up 7-0, but Miami
tied the score soon after with a
bootleg pass.
A 3-yard touchdown pass from
Greenwood to Craig Hallman before halftime gave Xavier the lead
for good.
Head coach Tom Powers said of
the victory, “WE FINALLY DID
IT!!!!!!!!”
The most significant improvement for Xavier came in ball control. The Musketeers had no turnovers for the first time in three
games this season.
Xavier next takes the field over
Family Weekend, when they play
Southern Illinois-Edwardsville on
Sat., Oct. 20. Kickoff is set for
1 p.m. at Norwood High’s Shea
Stadium.
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Xavier rides Rams squads to righteous record
paul moeller
Assoc. Sports Editor

This week in volleyball, the
Musketeers dodged two different
Rams teams, beating Fordham 3-1
on Friday night in the Bronx, N.Y.,
and Rhode Island 3-0 on Saturday
night in Kingston, R.I., keeping
their conference winning streak
alive.
Freshman Claire Paszkiewicz
turned in the best match of her
young Xavier career, achieving
her first ever double-double to the
tune of 10 digs and a career-high
34 assists.
Also digging the ball 10 times
was sophomore Kelly Ruth, while
fellow sophomore outside hitter
Hillary Otte had a career day with
20 kills in the match.
Sophomore Lauren Kaminsky
provided the real shovel for the
Musketeers, however, leading the
team with 16 digs.
Despite dropping the first game
of the match, the Muskies never
gave up, battling back to win the
second game 30-19.
Leading the third game 14-12,
the Musketeers blasted off on an
11-2 run, seemingly setting the tone
for the remainder of the match.
The third game began with nine
unanswered Fordham points while
the Musketeers struggled to ground

the volleyball on the opposite side
of the net.
Despite the deficit, the Xavier
squad stormed all the way back
to tie the game at 27-27 before
eventually winning 30-28. Clinching the final game by a score of
30-27, the Muskies took the match
and advanced to 3-0 in Atlantic 10
competition.
As if one duel with the Rams
wasn’t enough, the nomadic netters traveled directly to Kingston,
R.I. to face off against the Rams
of the University of Rhode Island.
Although the rivalry between these
two volleyball programs runs long
and deep, the match on Saturday
evening did not.
Rhode Island coach Bob Schneck has been coaching the Rams
for nearly 25 years, but his vast
coaching knowledge did little to
thwart the vicious volleyballers
from Xavier.
When playing the Musketeers
at Cintas Center in the past, Schneck has employed a cameraman
to videotape the Xavier volleyball
faithful. He had intended to have
the NCAA discipline Xavier and
its volleyball fans for being too
“unruly.”
Despite these tactics, however,
Schneck often leaves Cincinnati
with nothing more than frustration

photos courtesy goxavier.com

Freshman Claire Paszkiewicz, left, had a career-high 34 assists against
Fordham. Senior Jill Quayle, right, had 16 kills against Rhode Island.
and another tally in his team’s loss
column.
Without a raucous home court
advantage, Xavier remained perfect
in the Atlantic 10 and cruised to a
3-0 victory. Senior Jill Quayle led
the spiking efforts for the Muskies
with a team-high 16 kills.
Meanwhile, Ruth and Kaminsky
could just as easily have been at
a Rhode Island beach digging in
the sand, getting under 12 and 14
balls, respectively. Otte made solid
contact with the ball all match long
on her way to an outstanding .714

hitting percentage.
The Musketeers did not encounter any major problems en route
to victory, winning 30-23, 30-19,
30-21.
Schneck and his squad will have
a chance to settle this score in just
over a month. The Rams visit Cintas Center on Nov. 9 for the final
match of the regular season.
More immediately, the team will
travel to Philadelphia this weekend
for matches against Atlantic 10
conference opponents La Salle and
Temple.

Is this the real life? Is this just...

Fantasy Football Report
with Tyler Grote

locks:

Docks:

OK, these are the guys that are looking to put up some serious numbers this week. If you have them, start them; no questions asked.

These will be the guys that you may not necessarily have to sit, but
may have a hard time producing numbers.

This week, look for Tom Brady and the number one offense of the
New England Patriots to thread the second-to-worst defense that is
the Cleveland Browns. That means if you have any of his WR’s (Moss,
Stallworth or Welker) please, dear God, start them.

Detroit has been hot this year due to the success of their hard-nosed
QB and strong receiving core. They may have some trouble this week
running into the 13th ranked passing defense of the Washington Redskins. Don’t be too surprised if the numbers are a bit lackluster for the
Lions this week.

Also, no word on Lawrence Maroney yet, but if you happened to
see Sammy Morris destroy my Bengals on Monday Night Football,
it would be extremely wise to start him against a similar Cleveland
Browns team.

Frank Gore is going to run into a brick wall this week against
the Ravens’ defense. Please don’t let last week fool you; the Browns’
bread and butter is the air attack and not the run. The 49ers virtually
have no air attack, and this week, they probably won’t have a ground
game either. Dock him.
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If you’re looking for major points from your defense, be sure to
start Baltimore’s defense against a struggling 49ers offense. I would
look for Baltimore to bounce back after their thumping at the hands
of Cleveland, especially since they face an over-the-hill Trent Dilfer at
the helm of the NFL’s worst ranked offense.
On another front, the Giants play their interstate rivals, the New York
Jets. If you have Eli, Plaxico or Jeremy Shockey, start them.
Other action in New York includes a Monday Night match-up
between Dallas and Buffalo. If you have Tony Romo, Terrell Owens,
Patrick Crayton, Julius Jones or Marion Barber, do your team a favor
and start them.
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I know everyone in their right mind drafted Larry Johnson as their
first pick if they could. Trust me, he will come around… just not this week.
Kansas City plays a Jacksonville team that has not allowed more than
14 points in any game all year, and although they rank 26th in rushing
defense, the way things have gone for Larry Johnson so far, use a solid
backup instead. Or take the few points LJ will give you this week.

shocks:

OK, these are the guys that are not necessarily big names and may even be swimming somewhere in that free agent pool of yours.
To begin with, if Dwayne Bowe, a receiver from Kansas City, is available, treat yourself to a great addition to your team and sign him. This kid
has been pretty good the past few weeks. Just last week he recorded eight catches for 164 yards and a TD. His 6’2” frame makes this rookie a decent
target in the red zone.
Now that the bye weeks have started, you’d better grab some guys who can fill in the void. A great tight end to pick up is the 6’3” Owen Daniels
from Houston. Although he does not have a TD this season, he does have 197 yards on the year and is averaging about 50 yards per game. In the
absence of Andre Johnson, he’s getting a lot more looks.
Kevin “End-Zone” Jones has returned for the Lions and scored a TD in his first game back. Don’t look for a lot of yards, but he will find his
way into the end zone quite a few times.
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Finn-ished? Ex-Musketeer faces cocaine charges
John LaFollette
Sports Editor

Two years after he was dismissed
from the men’s basketball team for
violating team rules, former Xavier
point guard Dedrick Finn faces multiple felony charges in the state of
Indiana relating to dealing cocaine,
according to Warrick County Sheriff Marvin Heilman.
Finn, 23, was arrested last Thursday evening in Newburgh, Ind., on
the outskirts of Evansville, and has
been charged with two counts of
delivering over three grams of cocaine, a Class A felony in Indiana.
Additionally, Finn has been
charged with two counts of possession of less than three grams of
cocaine, which is a Class D felony,
and what amounts to a charge of
racketeering, which is a Class C
felony.
If convicted of the more serious
cocaine dealing charges, Finn could

face a maximum fine of $10,000
and jail time of up to 50 years.
Finn has been released from
the Warrick Co. Jail after posting
$10,500 bond.
The day after a frustrating loss
to the Dayton Flyers in February of
2006, Finn was dismissed from the
team by head coach Sean Miller for
violating team rules.
In explaining Finn’s dismissal,
Miller said at the time that Finn
“violated one of our program’s
cornerstone policies.”
Without elaborating on specifics,
Miller went on to say “Throughout
his career we have tried to connect with Dedrick to continue to
develop him as a person and have
pursued numerous channels to see
this through.”
Miller made it clear at the time
that the basketball team had a
“complete understanding that no
one player is more important than

our program.”
Earlier that season, Finn was
suspended from the Musketeers’
first exhibition game after he was
charged with stealing a former
girlfriend’s dog.
Finn claimed that the dog had
been a gift from him, and the
charges were dropped after the
former girlfriend decided not to
pursue the case.
In his career at Xavier, Finn
played in 122 games, scored 912
points and dished out 481 assists.
He was a valuable sixth man in
Xavier’s 2004 NCAA Tournament
“Elite Eight” campaign, sparking
Xavier’s comeback in a win over
Mississippi State.
At the time of his dismissal, Finn
averaged 5.0 points, 4.0 assists and
2.5 turnovers per game.
Finn graduated from Xavier in
May of 2006 with a bachelor’s degree in communication arts.

- Paid Advertisement -
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Dedrick Finn was a central figure in Xavier’s 2004 “Elite Eight” run.

Fun times at 18th
Fenwick Open
jeff mcmurray
Feature News Editor

With fall settling in, the weather
begged for golf. Such was the
case on Sept. 29, when the Student
Government Association hosted
the 18th Annual Fenwick Open at
Pebble Creek Golf Course.
The event raised money for SGA
and for Cincinnati ProKids, a local
charity benefitting abused children
in Hamilton County.
The day started with a lunch
from Subway and teams of students
and alumni gathering in the banquet
room and on the putting green for
light trash talk.
There were a total of 36 teams,
with two teams for each hole. The
shotgun start was scheduled for 1
p.m.
Yours truly and his team were
lucky to be paired with former SGA
President Andy Gibson and his
team, which included “Who Dey,”
the utterly obnoxious Bengals mascot. Fortunately for us, his play was
not as atrocious as the Bengals’.
Even though it is late in the
golf season, Pebble Creek played
extremely well. There were a few
shaggy greens, and some brown
spots, but that is to be expected after
a day’s worth of play.
One downside though was
how short the course played. The
course’s par-3s played to only a
little over 100 yards each, which
is not as menacing as some would
have hoped for.
Sadly, the day eventually came
to an end. A little after 6 p.m.,
teams slowly finished their rounds,
some a little tipsier than when they
started.
Back in the banquet room, the
drinks and trash talk were still
coming. As a dinner from Outback
Steakhouse was served, scores were
being bandied about with pride.
One team claimed to have shot
21-under par, which was followed
by cries of dishonest scorekeeping.
Another team, hoping to win
the lowest score trophy claimed to
have shot 66-under. Again, cries
of cheating were heard, but it was
all in jest.
In all, it was a great day: Great
weather, great golf and, most importantly, it was for a great cause.
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Colorful cars in Clifton
katie rosenbaum
Campus News Editor

The Xavier University Visual
Arts Society painted a donated car
in the style of well-known artists
during the Streetscapes Festival in
Clifton held Sept. 29-30.
The festival featured chalk
paintings by local artists that were
reproductions of paintings by Paul
Gauguin, Pablo Picasso and Norman Rockwell among others.
This was the sixth year for the
Streetscapes Festival, which “showcases creative talent, celebrates art
and brings people into the business
district of Clifton,” according to
Kip Eagen, a committee member
for Streetscape.
The festival is part of the 20
Days and 20 Nights kick-off to
the annual arts season. From Sept.
28-Oct. 17, there will be art events,
both visual and performing, every
day around Cincinnati and northern

Students work on their automobile art.
Kentucky.
While many of these events have
an admission price, there are free
events throughout the 20 days.
This event is sponsored by
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On Sunday, the Visual Arts Society reproduced Van Gogh’s “Starry
Night” on the same car.
Ellen Schroeder, president of
the Visual Arts Society, said that
Rosie seemed excited about driving
around a car painted in the style of
Van Gogh.
Schroeder also said that the art
car was a success because “all of the
art majors got to have fun outside of
class and become part of the greater
Cincinnati community.”
Eagen, a committee member
for Streetscapes also thought the
car was “fantastic and a wonderful
addition to the festival. The Xavier
students were able to take our idea
and enhance it. They were really

Enjoy the Arts, whose mission is
to expose young adults to all types
of art so that they may become
frequent patrons of the arts.
Rosie, a community member
donated her car to the festival
because she said “the car ran fine,
it just needed a new paint job and
donating it to the art festival was
an interesting way to get a new
paint job.”
When Xavier students were
called to inquire about participating
in the festival, the committee suggested that they paint the car.
About 10 members of the Visual
Arts Society participated in painting
the car throughout the weekend. On
Saturday, Xavier students painted it
in the styles of Franz Kline, Keith
Harring and Jackson Pollack.

talented and the community loved
the art car.”
During the process of painting
the car, club members took over
2,500 pictures to make into a stopaction video that will be on You
Tube and the Xavier art department
website sometime next week.
Students may become members
of Enjoy the Arts for $25 a year.
This membership entitles students
to over $500 in free tickets to Cincinnati art events and museums,
discounted tickets to dance, music
and theater events, the Cincinnati
Zoo and Newport Aquarium and
invitations to Enjoy the Arts social
events.
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Ch-ch-ch-check it out.
www.xavier.edu/newswire

WhaT Would you do WITh up To
That’s how much you can get when
you open a new checking account!
You’re in college. You need a checking account. You
definitely need extra cash. What are you waiting for?
• Open new checking account – get $50
• Keep account active for one year – get $50
• First overdraft fee waived (just in case) – worth $31
• Use debit card 10 times – get $25
• Sign up for E-statement – get $25
• Credit to cover 15 non-WesBanco $2 ATM fees – get $30
It all adds up to $211!
Visit your nearby WesBanco office today and get the
211 on earning up to $211. We’ll even throw in a free
T-shirt, bringing the grand total to $222!
See below for additional
information concerning bonuses.**

wesbanco.com

Finneytown 513-522-5551 • Harrison 513-367-6171 • Monfort Heights 513-741-5766
Montgomery 513-792-8600 • St. Bernard 513-641-1655 • Western Hills 513-451-0511
** Bonus for opening an account: A deposit must be made to open and activate an account to receive the bonus. Bonus will be credited to an open account 28 days after account is opened. Customer must sign up for a debit card to receive account opening bonus. Customers with a current checking account, or who
transfer funds from an existing WesBanco deposit account, are not eligible for $50 for opening a new checking account. One year bonus: Twelve months after an account has remained open, a $50 bonus will be credited. Overdraft fee waived: First overdraft fee within 90 days of account opening will be refunded.
Debit card purchases bonus: You must make ten debit card purchases within 90 days of account opening to earn bonus. Non-WesBanco ATM fees bonus: $30 bonus will be credited to account when debit card is used once within 90 days of account opening. All bonuses are subject to change without notice and
limited to one per customer. WesBanco Bank, Inc. is a member FDIC.
* Percentage of customers who would recommend WesBanco to a friend. Prime Performance, Inc. Survey.
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“The Kingdom” come
brandy williams
Asst. Arts & Entertainment Editor

“The Kingdom” begins with
scenes of American oil employees
and their families playing outside
their housing compound in Saudi
Arabia. We sense that something
terrible is about to happen as the
camera shifts, showing images of
men watching the Americans with
binoculars from rooftops.
As expected an explosion goes
off and the American families run
screaming and grabbing their children as they flee. There is blood
everywhere and people writhing
in agony.
FBI Special Agent Ronald Fleury (Jamie Foxx) gets a call from
another agent informing him of
the tragic terrorist event as another
bomb goes off killing everyone on
the scene.
Agent Fluery gathers his eclectic
team made up of forensic examiner
Janet Mayes (Jennifer Garner), FBI
Agent and explosive expert Grant
Sikes (Chris Cooper) and intelligence analysis Adam Leavitt (Jason
Bateman). They set out on a secret
mission inside Saudi Arabia to
find out who is behind the deadly
bombing of the American housing
complex.
The team quickly finds itself
engulfed in a foreign culture that is
hostile to their presence. The team
fight their way through bureaucratic
red tape, language barriers, cultural

Bowling night
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vestigative police work.
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They bebombing.
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Throughtheir bearings
out the movie
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them under
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The Kingdom
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photo courtesyjohnwmcdonald..com

You can’t see it, but in this picture his hair is blue.
pink, consists of posts in which
Lavandeira comments about what
celebrities are doing. His commentary is usually funny, but sometimes
sarcastic and harsh. He’s been given
credit for voicing the things that
some people are afraid to say.
Usually the posts contain a
photo snapped by paparazzi with
comments or doodles drawn on by

Live Wires
Hurt

@ 20th Century Theater
Wednesday, Oct. 3
Regina Spektor
@ Bogarts

Emily Hoferer, Editor
Arts & Entertainment Desk:
745-2878
newswire-diversions@xavier.edu

Take a break from your studies and come see the GSC Late
Night Movie feature “The Bourne
Ultimatum” at 11p.m. in the
GSC Theater starting Thursday, Oct. 4 through Oct. 6. The
movie is free to XU students.

emily hoferer
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Wednesday, Oct. 3

BRIEFS

Late Night Movie

that ignorance and lack of communication breeds more hatred
and anger.
The message that “we all lose
in this endless cycle of war and
violence” is what the audience is
left with in the last scene.
The movie is rated R for intense
sequences of graphic violence and
for language.
“The Kingdom” is a good movie. It has constant action and even
some strategically placed humor.
However, if blood, gore and violence make you squeamish then you
may want to pass.

The other Hilton
In Hollywood, they either love
him or hate him. He breaks hearts
and enrages those who are famous.
He even had to move from his
place of work to avoid harassment.
Sounds like it would be a powerful
Hollywood mogul right? No, instead it’s a regular guy from Miami
writing under the pseudonym Perez
Hilton.
Most of you have at least heard
of him, if you haven’t checked his
blog to read up on the latest happenings of the rich and famous.
His real name is Mario Armando
Lavandeira, a native of Miami who
now resides in L.A. so he can starwatch to his heart’s content.
Lavandeira started the blog in
2004, originally titled PageSixSixSix.com and became so popular that
the New York Times threatened to
sue him for using the term ‘page
six’ which is their term. So Lavandeira moved to perezhilton.com,
named after his friend and idol,
Paris Hilton, and has been blogging
away ever sense.
The site, which is strikingly
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Thursday, Oct. 4
Anuna-Celtic Origins
@ Taft Theatre
Friday, Oct. 5
Blue October

@ Madison

Perez. His least favorite celebrities,
which include Kirsten Dunst and
Nicole Richie, are usually given
devil horns. Whenever there is a
picture of Britney Spears’ children,
Lavandeira writes “help!”
Certain celebrities have been
given nicknames by Lavandeira.
Zac Efron is usually referred to as
Zacquisha and Britney Spears’ chil-

dren are Tater Tot and Small Fry.
Sienna Miller and Kirsten Dunst are
both usually referred to as‘that slutty girl.’ If Lavandeira loves you or
hates you, he lets everybody know.
Some of his favorites include Paris
Hilton and Jennifer Lopez.
While the site is incredibly
popular, mostly because of Lavandeira’s bitting humor, it has caused
some controversy for him. He
has been sued for using paparazzi
photographs without permission.
The site now runs by itself, and
Lavandeira makes enough money
from the advertisements on his site
to blog as a day job.
Lavandeira also had to change
blogging locations, because he was
causing a disturbance at the coffee
shop he used to frequent. He admitted to E!News in an interview
that celebs such as Nicole Richie
have verbally threatened him, while
others have invited him to party
with them.
Because his website is thriving,
Lavandeira is now an overnight
sensation with appearances on the
View, a show on “VH1” and a clothing line in the works

New Releases
The following discs are due for release on or after October 2...
Faith Hill The Hits (Warner Bros/ WEA) ... Bruce Springsteen
Magic (Sony) ... Matchbox Twenty Exile On Mainstream (Atlantic/
WEA) ... John Fogerty Revival (Fantasy)... Annie Lennox Songs of
Mass Destruction (Arista)		
					
...All dates are tentative.

International Student Society
and African Student Association
are inviting all members of the
Xavier community to join them
for a great night of bowling on
Friday, Oct. 5 at 6:30 p.m. Tickets
are $3 and can be purchased in the
Romero Office GSC 230. Space
is limited. Meet at Bellarmine
circle to leave for Stones Lanes.

Off-campus shuttle
Every first Friday of the month
there will be a off-campus shuttle
trip taking students to Newport on
the Levee. Beginning Friday, Oct.
5 the shuttle will leave from Bellarmine Circle at 8 p.m., 9:15pm,
10:30 p.m and 11:45pm. Buses
will leave Newport on the Levee
to come back to Xavier at 8:30
p.m., 9:45 p.m., 11 p.m., 12:30
a.m. and 2 a.m. The service is
free.

Community Action
Day
Looking for ways to give back
to the community in the form of
service? Want free food? Come
on out to Community Action Day,
Xavier’s largest day of service.
Meet in GSC at 8:30 a.m, grab
breakfast, then head out into Cincinnati with your friends to paint a
classroom, play with kids or help
out at a healthcare fair. The first
100 volunteers get a free T-shirt.

Barely Legal Teens
The Barely Legal Teens will perform their first improve comedy
show of the season at 9:30 p.m. on
Tuesday, Oct. 9 in Kelley Auditorium. The actors will take a single
suggestion from the crowd and
develop it into a whole series of
characters and scenes. The event
is free and promises to be fun!

CALENDAR AND CLASSIFIEDS
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I will never get tired of hearing
this conversation:
Person A: “Hey, did you see the
new women’s center?”
Person B: “Yeah, but I’ve only
got one problem with it.”
Person A: “What’s that?”
Person B: “Where’s the men’s
center?”
Person A and Person B then
laugh hysterically as if Person B is
the first person to make such a cunning, witty comment.
This same conversation in some
form or another has been taking
place for about a year and a half now
and, I gotta tell you, it just keeps
getting funnier and funnier.
So please, people of Xavier
University, continue to make the
obvious statement that there is no
delineated “men’s center.” It’s such
a valid point.
I mean, it’s not like we attend
a university which for years only
accepted male students, covets its
male basketball team as if they were
demigods, has always been sponsored by an only male order of the
Catholic Church, and a religion with
a tradition of only male priests.
Besides, you all have the weight
room in O’Connor. Go there for a
testosterone-filled gruntfest.
Everybody knows a “mens’ center” would never work. It’d be too
smelly because boys are smelly because they’re infected with cooties
and there’s a shortage of cootie shots
right now in the city and I don’t want
to get cooties and I don’t want to
smell. That’s why I stay away from
boys. Ewww!

The Xavier Newswire

By Briana Hansen. To place an item in the calendar, mail to hansenb@xavier.edu.

Thursday

Saturday

There will be a VegOut at 5 p.m.
today in the Dorothy Day House.
This week’s will be sopnsored by
St. Francis of Assisi, the Patron
Saint of Animals...so you know
it’ll be tasty.
He protected all sorts of delicious animals like chicken, turkey,
sausage, ham, bacon, bolongna and
hot dogs.
I’m certain St. Francis would
want us to enjoy the animals in
their perfect state, which is inside
our bellies.
If you’re upset, you can contact
my manager, Mr. Bourne. He will
be showing his promotional video
tonight at 11 p.m. in the GSC for
free. He’s not at all intimidating.

Here are some productive ways
to spend your Saturday morning:
You can attend Community Action Day which begins at 8:30 a.m.
in the Gallagher Student Center.
You can wake up early and work
all day as a crossing guard on Dana
Avenue for the students who have
to endanger themselves every time
they want to cross the street.
Or you can walk around campus
smiling and slapping people on
the tookus (yeah, I said tookus).
Everybody needs a good slap on
the tookus once in a while. It’s not
creepy at all, I promise.
There will be another chance to
catch “Don’t Tell Anna” tonight in
Kelley Auditorium at 9:30 p.m.

October 4

October 6

Friday
October 5

A friend of mine takes an apple
from the cafeteria almost every
meal, eats it and puts the core in a
particular tree on his way back to
his room.
By the end of the week, the
tree is filled with apple cores. It
looks like the tree is growing apple
cores!
It is so silly!
Trees can’t really grow apple
cores! That’s impossible!

It’s a hippopotamus tookus!
Tookus!
Or is it...
You see, being the scientificallyoriented mind I am, I decided to do
some research to see if it could be
possible.
I quickly discovered that it was
not only impossible, but a waste of
my time, energy and effort to have
even pretend such a ludicrous thing
could happen.
However, there have been many
‘real experiments’ done by ‘real
scientists’ who get ‘real results’
and make a ‘real difference’ in this
world.
If you’d like to become a ‘scientist,’ too, you need to have a basic,
testable hippopotamus.
Next, you test your hippopotamus. I test mine by feeding it only
beer and pop rocks while making it
dance to techno music. I want to see
how long it takes to lose custody of
its children.
“Don’t Tell Anna: Xavier’s Premiere improvisational comedy
group” will perform tonight. Look
for details on your local Facebook!

Sunday
October 7
Today is International Frugal Fun
Day. Being frugal, however, implies
having money. I do not.
Instead of accepting money as
payment, I make my own seasonal
decisions of what I consider valuable. In the fall, I accept brightly
colored leaves as payment. In the
winter, I accept warm socks. In the
spring, I accept blossoming flowers.
In the summer, I accept brightly
colored post-it notes.

Monday
October 8

Throughout the next few weeks,
there will be original prints by
Suzanne Chouteau displayed in the
Cohen Art Gallery.
I would love to see more pieces
in the Cohen Art Gallery but I have
absolutely no idea how to navigate
that building.
After having to walk three miles
uphill just to get there, I’m usually
so busy trying to catch my breath
that I don’t take note of my surroudings once I enter the building
and I have gotten consistently lost
every time I’ve walked through
those doors since the beginning of
my Xavier career.
Could we at least color code the
hallways or something? Do you
realize how embarassing it is to be
walking by the same professor’s office five times while they laugh and
I have no idea where my classroom
is? Is there some sort of secret Cohen map everybody else seems to
have access to? Why, God, why?

Tuesday
October 9
Tonight at 9:30 p.m., Barely Legal Teens, Xavier’s only long-form
improvisational comedy group, will
perform in Kelley Auditorium.
Today is World Post Day. I’m
going to assume this a Facebook
reference. Therefore, I will likely
spend this whole day leaving my
friends messages simply saying
“Remember that time we were so
funny? I do! LOLZ! ” That way,
everyone will know how funny and
great we are. Booyeah.

Classifieds

For classified orders and information, call Zach Nolden at 513-745-3561 or email him at Newswire-Classifieds@xavier.edu

For Rent

Large 3/4 bdrm apartment in Norwood. Great location! Walk to Xavier. 3 person- $800 per month.
Houses For Rent 2 Blocks from Campus. 2, 3, 4 person- $950 per month. Deposit- 1 month’s
and 4 bedroom houses available for this win- rents. 4123 Huston Ave. Call Mike at 513-300-2382
ter, next summer and next school year, 2 blocks
from campus, clean, fully equipped, off street park- House for rent. 6+ bedrooms. 4 bathrooms.
ing, laundry, next to other student housing, please 1/4 mile from campus. 50x9 covered porch.
call 513-616-3798 or email cit545@aol.com 25x10 living room. Dynamite Student Housing. $1200/month.
Call Mark 604-5159.
Two spacious bedrooms in a three bedroom
house. Quiet, secluded and in the park. Only one
other house on this culdesac. Laundry/living room/
screened porch. Ideal for college students. Will negotiate monthly rent. Prefer mature, private persons.
Contact Ms. Stillwell to arrange view. 244-6552.

Help Wanted
Elementary reading tutors needed for small group
instruction. Training and materials provided. Various
Cincinnati locations. $15 an hour. Call Eileen Diamond
941-4812 or email diamondeducation@fuse.net.















Pleasant Ridge Presbyterian Church is seeking a partime worker for 16 flexible hours a month.Applicants
must have a thorough knowledge of Microsoft Publisher and Word. Pay is $13/hour. Please contact Traci
Barnes, church administrator, at 631-9707 to apply.
Babysitters needed for Northern Cincinnati families.
Starts $8 per hour. Must have own car. Apply at www.
TheSitterConnection.com or call 513-898-9857.

Travel

Spring Break 2008. Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go
Free. Call for group discounts. Best Deals Guarenteed! Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida. 800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.

Want to hire someone?
Want to sell something?
Want to generally improve the
quality of your life?
Advertise in the Classifieds section!

